Hello lovely!
I’m so glad you’re taking the time to invest in your love life by
getting this guide.
These are the steps I take my clients through on their journey, that has
incredible success rate to get people to the love of their life.
As you know, ALL human beings
long for love. We are actually
programmed for partnership!
If you’ve been single for a while,
have been actively dating (or not)
and haven’t yet found your perfect
match, you may be wondering
what’s going on.
Everyone else around you seems to
be hooked up… your friend is
meeting great guys all the time…
another friend married a woman
he met on Tinder...
But not you.
Many single women think that just meeting more men is going to be the ‘magic bullet’
that solves all their dating woes. After all, one of the biggest challenges for single people
is meeting other available singles – in places other than pubs!
BUT – if you’ve been searching and haven’t found your One, don’t give up! This guide will
show you the most important things you can do, that WILL get results! It’s the steps you
need to take, if you’re serious about finding the love of your life.
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There are 3 stages, each with 3 steps:
RELEASE

CREATE

ACTUALIZE

Stage 1: Release
RELEASE
THE PAST

SHADOW
WORK

BREAK
PATTERNS

You may have heard me say that ‘life is a mirror’. What I mean by this is that life will reflect
back at you, the things you need to work on! It’s beautifully designed like this, to show us
where we need to grow 🌱
The GOOD news is that if we do this, we get a completely different result – without even
trying very hard! 👏🏽👏🏽👏🏽
If we don’t release these things, we end up attracting the same type of person and the
same lessons 😕

Let’s look at how we can do this!

1. Release The Past
Too many people roll from one relationship to the next, without taking time to heal.
And guess what – they take all their hurt, issues and insecurities with them! Their new
partner suffers – and the relationship is never given a real chance 😭
Getting over your exes means clearing all the hurt, trauma and pain from every previous
relationship.
It means getting to a point of complete forgiveness and understanding – of them, and
yourself.
To the point where you feel NEUTRAL; or even a deep sense of love and gratitude for the
person, and the relationship! 🙏🏽
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Breaking contracts, on a spiritual level, is part of this releasing process. These include
contracts that were made consciously or subconsciously – with yourself, or another
person.
For example, taking on the ‘story’ that ‘the eldest in our family never gets married’; or
‘you’re tainted goods’; or deciding through seeing your parents’ marriage, that you’re
NEVER going to get married!
Or even a marriage contract that was broken, and you feel guilty about it.
These contracts can cause a cycle of failed relationships, until dealt with!
Releasing the past is like wiping the slate clean. It will enable you to stride into your future,
confident and baggage-free!

2. Shadow Work
Shadow work can sound intimidating – but if you are looking for passionate, connected
and lasting love – it’s essential!
Shadow work means looking at your ‘dark side’ – doing some deep, inner digging and
healing. Ouch, that sounds painful!
Do it with an expert, and the process can be quick… but most important, the joy, peace
and freedom that lies on the other side, is just extraordinary!
(And that’s why I think it should actually be called ‘light work’ 🙂)
Shadow work includes finding and releasing the blocks and beliefs that are holding you
back. Discovering where your insecurities lie, and healing from these. And even releasing
trauma – right down to a cellular level!
Imagine forgiving and releasing everyone who’s ever done bad by you – including
yourself! And holding them in a space of love. How freeing would that be!
Doing shadow work is one of the most liberating things you’ll ever do for yourself – and
prepare you for a connected, intimate love relationship like nothing else can.
This is the true ‘magic’ on your path to exceptional love!

3. Break Patterns
Everybody has a ‘relationship blueprint’ that shows up in their love life. If your relationships
are happy and fulfilling, that’s great! But if they’re not, you need to break the pattern.
Becoming aware that you attract narcissists or ‘broken wings’ or cheaters, is not enough
to stop the pattern!
Our patterns originate deep in our subconscious mind. To change them, you have to
work at the subconscious level.
Because the patterns are formed in childhood, we need to go right back to the
beginning.
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For some, this includes womb work and a rebirth process. If you were an unwanted child,
this is essential! Because those ‘womb messages’ would have carried through into your
adult life.
Breaking your patterns will liberate you from repeating relationships, and give you the
chance to experience completely different outcomes!

Stage 2: Create
LOVE
YOURSELF

HEART
LIVING

MATRIX
CREATION

Now we get to the fun stuff! 😁
True love can only manifest from a place of love within YOU. See this stage as creating
your ideal relationship. YOU have control. YOU create the outcomes!
Unconditional love is the most powerful force in the Universe.
Imagine using this power to create your love life!

Here’s how we do it:

1. Love Yourself
Loving others has to start with loving yourself.
If you are dating with a low self-esteem, you will attract men who don’t value you. So you
FIRST need to know and love yourself, before you look for a man to love you! 💞
Loving yourself will transform your journey, from dating with desperation to becoming THE
valued choice for the men who meet you.
Self-love is not an ego-driven, ‘I think I’m great’ attitude. Because lack of true self-love
always stems from childhood, it is HERE FIRST that you need to learn to love yourself.
And I’m talking a love that goes way beyond mere forgiveness, into total appreciation,
acceptance and gratitude – for it all!
Learning to love yourself really is the greatest love of all!
(Thank you Whitney Houston…)
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2. Heart Living
When you learn to live from the heart, my goodness – life changes! It becomes full of ease
and flow; of peace and right choices.
You no longer have to second-guess yourself – or anyone else!
I like to think of it as ‘living in tune’.
Living from the heart means you can give up trying to learn all the ‘tips and tricks’ of how
to make men like you. Instead, your authentic self can shine out and, like a beacon, will
attract the RIGHT man to you. No more pretending to be someone you’re not, just to get
a partner!
Living from the heart gets your entire life flowing. And from that, your amazing man is
magically drawn to you!

3. Matrix Creation
Ever heard the term ‘Master of the Matrix’?
If the matrix is our reality, fully actualized human beings ARE masters of their matrix!
We just don’t realise how powerful we are. And how much we control the outcomes of
our lives!
If you knew the secrets of creating your reality from the matrix, imagine how exciting your
love life could be!
(And if you’ve tried Law of Attraction stuff to get your ideal partner and it hasn’t worked,
this goes way beyond that… because for starters, for LoA to work, you have to do the
other steps first!)
Creating from the matrix is literally imprinting codes into the Universe of what type of
partner and relationship you want. Knowing how to do this will give you
the life of your dreams, with the man of your dreams!
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Stage 3: Actualize
UNDERSTAND
MEN

ACE
DATING

HAPPY EVER
AFTER

The inner work is the first and most essential part of preparing for exceptional love.
However, many potential relationships fail because people don’t know
some vital basics!

Here are 3 steps that will help you do that:

1. Understand Men
If I was an educator, I’d make this a compulsory subject at school. Even growing up with
3 brothers didn’t teach me how men think – and how different this is to the way women
think!
While both men and women want deep, committed relationships, they are very different
in the way they think and behave. This can lead to a lot of misinterpretation when trying
to find love!
Without understanding the opposite sex, you will make the same mistakes and get to the
same point in your relationships, without knowing why.
Understanding men will help you to read them. It will assist you to act in ways that draw
them to you, instead of repel them! And no, I’m not talking about the ‘tips and tricks’ you
can find online on how to get a man to respond to your texts, or get him to fall in love with
you. It’s ‘getting’ them on a deep level. And guess what this creates – a safe haven
where your man will open up. And a level of intimacy that I guarantee you’ve never
experienced before! (and most likely, neither has he, because FEW WOMEN know these
secrets!)
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2. Ace Dating
If you’ve got to this stage of actualising all your hard work, finding your guy becomes so
much easier.
Finding him, however, doesn’t mean it’s a done deal!

How do you get to the finish line?
By understanding the dating process, and that it is a process (thinking you are going to
meet your man on the first date you ever go on, is setting yourself up for failure!)
By knowing the stages of dating, and that you have to go through every stage.
Because doing that will help you discover if a particular person is actually right for you –
without heartbreak or messy break-ups. You protect your heart while you’re seeing if this is
actually the man for you!
It also helps to know how to avoid the common mistakes that many women make when
dating. These mistakes can even cause you to miss a man that may be just perfect for
you!
If you do this, finding your guy becomes an enjoyable, fun-filled time if you have the right
strategy – instead of a painful cycle of unfulfilling first dates.

3. Happy Ever After
Achieving true love and a lasting relationship doesn’t stop once the ring is on your finger.
This is actually the START of the journey.
One of the biggest relationship misconceptions out there is that ‘relationships are difficult’.
With the right knowledge – they don’t have to be!
There are SO many misconceptions on how to have a successful relationship. Look
around at the divorce rate, and you can see that something isn’t working.
You want to go into your love relationship armed with the RIGHT skills to create bliss and
harmony.
Doing this from the get-go is possible – and the result? A blissful union of love and
togetherness that can literally produce greatness.

And that’s what EXCEPTIONAL Love is all about!
____________________________

WHAT YOU CAN DO NOW…👇🏼
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That’s it my lovely! NOW, if this guide resonates with you, and you would love a healer,
guide and coach to walk the path to your dream love relationship with you – I invite you
to get on a call with me.
Your finding me was a response to your heart’s calling for a deeper love.
Maybe now is the time to answer that call?
I take my clients on a magical journey from alone to the man of your dreams. It’s
everything you need to get the love you want… and easier than you’d ever dream 😊
👇🏼Just click on the button to get on the path to
the love you’re longing for! 👇🏼

YES Veronica,
I’m Ready For
The Love Of My Life!
Much love,

Intuitive Healer & Coach
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